The table below summarises the geometric issues observed across the polymeric chains and their fit to the electron density. The red, orange, yellow and green segments on the lower bar indicate the fraction of residues that contain outliers for >=3, 2, 1 and 0 types of geometric quality criteria. A grey segment represents the fraction of residues that are not modelled. The numeric value for each fraction is indicated below the corresponding segment, with a dot representing fractions <=5% The upper red bar (where present) indicates the fraction of residues that have poor fit to the electron density. The numeric value is given above the bar.
Note EDS was not executed.
Mol Chain Length
Quality of chain 2 Entry composition i ○ There are 7 unique types of molecules in this entry. The entry contains 7092 atoms, of which 0 are hydrogens and 0 are deuteriums.
In the tables below, the ZeroOcc column contains the number of atoms modelled with zero occupancy, the AltConf column contains the number of residues with at least one atom in alternate conformation and the Trace column contains the number of residues modelled with at most 2 atoms.
• Molecule 1 is a DNA chain called DNA (5'-D(P*GP*CP*CP*AP*GP*TP*GP*CP*CP*AP *2DA)-3').
Mol Chain Residues Atoms ZeroOcc AltConf Trace 1 P 11 Total C N O P 224 106 44 63 11 0 0 0
• Molecule 2 is a DNA chain called DNA (5'-D(P*CP*CP*TP*TP*GP*GP*CP*AP*CP*TP *GP*GP*C)-3'). Residues are color-coded according to the number of geometric quality criteria for which they contain at least one outlier: green = 0, yellow = 1, orange = 2 and red = 3 or more. A red dot above a residue indicates a poor fit to the electron density (RSRZ > 2). Stretches of 2 or more consecutive residues without any outlier are shown as a green connector. Residues present in the sample, but not in the model, are shown in grey.
Mol Chain Residues
• Molecule 1: DNA (5'-D(P*GP*CP*CP*AP*GP*TP*GP*CP*CP*AP*2DA)-3') Chain P:
• Molecule 2: DNA (5'-D(P*CP*CP*TP*TP*GP*GP*CP*AP*CP*TP*GP*GP*C)-3') Chain T:
• Molecule 3: PROTEIN (DNA POLYMERASE)
Chain A :   M1  H19  R35  P36  E49  R52  H62  V66  P67  R79  R85  L94  W128  M135  K140  D141  D142  R145  E149  Y154  V155  D156  N171  V172  Q173  D174  V175  V176  L181  L185  P193  P194  W222  F232  P233  F234  K237  A238   I239  T279  P282  L283  P284  K293  VAL  GLY  GLY  ILE  PHE  LYS  LYS  PRO  LYS  ASN  LYS  ALA  GLN  ARG  GLU  GLY  ARG  GLU  PRO  CYS  GLU  LEU  ASP  THR  ARG  E319  Y320  V321  A322  G323  A324  P325  Y326  V332  S338  R339  D340  H341  I342  Q343  P353  Y356  K359  G360  V363   V368  V372  E388  M391  I392  Q393  K394  R395  I396  A400  K404  L407  R408  Y409  V410  N421  T431  H432  I440  R452  G456  D475  L479  E480  L484  M488  L501  A532  G533  D534  K549  E550  L551  K552  K553  E557  E575  SER  SER   GLN  TRP  VAL  ALA  GLY  GLU  GLN  GLN  VAL  K587  W588  K589  R590  R591  D597  G598  R599  L620  L624  L633  L638  D645  H653  D654  E655  E664  I665  E671  Q674  E675  A676  M677  R678  W679  V680  F686  W700  H704 • Molecule 4: PROTEIN (THIOREDOXIN)
Chain B: K3  I4  L7  F12  I23  C32  G33  P34  A39  P40  I45  A46  L53  T54  R73  T77  L78  L79  T89  K90  V91  G92  A93  L94  G97  Q98  L99  K100  L107  ALA 4 Data and refinement statistics i ○ Xtriage (Phenix) and EDS were not executed -this section is therefore incomplete. The Z score for a bond length (or angle) is the number of standard deviations the observed value is removed from the expected value. A bond length (or angle) with |Z| > 5 is considered an outlier worth inspection. RMSZ is the root-mean-square of all Z scores of the bond lengths (or angles). Chiral center outliers are detected by calculating the chiral volume of a chiral center and verifying if the center is modelled as a planar moiety or with the opposite hand.A planarity outlier is detected by checking planarity of atoms in a peptide group, atoms in a mainchain group or atoms of a sidechain that are expected to be planar.
Mol Chain #Chirality outliers #Planarity outliers
There are no bond length outliers.
There are no bond angle outliers.
There are no chirality outliers.
All (2) The all-atom clashscore is defined as the number of clashes found per 1000 atoms (including hydrogen atoms). The all-atom clashscore for this structure is 8.
All (106) There are no symmetry-related clashes.
Torsion angles i ○

Protein backbone i ○
In the following table, the Percentiles column shows the percent Ramachandran outliers of the chain as a percentile score with respect to all X-ray entries followed by that with respect to entries of similar resolution.
The Analysed column shows the number of residues for which the backbone conformation was analysed, and the total number of residues. There are no bond length outliers.
Mol
There are no torsion outliers.
There are no ring outliers.
1 monomer is involved in 2 short contacts:
Mol Chain Res Type Clashes Symm-Clashes 1 P 22 2DA 2 0
Carbohydrates i ○
There are no carbohydrates in this entry.
Ligand geometry i ○
Of 4 ligands modelled in this entry, 3 are monoatomic -leaving 1 for Mogul analysis.
In the following There are no chirality outliers.
1 monomer is involved in 1 short contact:
Mol Chain Res Type Clashes Symm-Clashes 6 P 23 DG3 1 0
Other polymers i ○
There are no such residues in this entry.
Polymer linkage issues i ○
There are no chain breaks in this entry.
